


OVERVIEW

A tranquil hideaway located within the protected  

sanctuary of West Bali National Park, Plataran Menjangan  

Resort & Spa offers an escape to nature at its most beautifully  

raw and untouched.

Experience the epitome of luxury, privacy and comfort in 

the traditional Joglo villas of this unique eco retreat, at one 

with nature in the midst of the forest or right by the ocean.         

Dine along the oceanfront on a world of fresh flavours crafted 

from the treasures of the garden and sea. Listen to the song  

of the exotic Bali Starling while exploring the beauty of the 

wild, starting the day with a morning yoga in the forest,  

trekking through the jungle, kayaking through the mangrove 

canal, diving in crystal clear waters, or enjoying the romance 

of a sunset cruise. 

For couples, families, nature and adventure lovers alike, 

Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa offers a truly rare and  

enchanting experience beyond anything imaginable, with 

Bali’s untamed wilderness as the most incredible host.



DESTINATION

GOD’S SECRET COURTYARD

Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa lies within the  

tranquility and beauty of Plataran L’Harmonie – West 

Bali National Park, an integrated Eco-Development Area  

covering 382 hectares and with a 7 km beach line.                                      

A   nature lover’s paradise covered in lush forests, surrounded  

by scenic mountain ranges, and fringed by the ocean, 

Plataran L’Harmonie, with a philosophical tagline of “God’s 

Secret Courtyard”, aims to encourage park visitors to  

unravel life’s mysteries and God’s answers through  

experiencing nature at its most candid.

The park is home to 175 species of plants and 167 species 

of birds. Its diverse array of mammals, birds, reptiles and 

amphibians includes some of the world’s rarest animal  

species, including the Java Sparrow, Menjangan Wild Deer, 

Giant Sea Fan and the endangered Bali Starling, which is  

endemic to Bali. Just off the coast lies Menjangan Island,  

a popular spot for snorkeling and diving, offering majestic 

wall diving, dramatic drop-offs and some of the best coral 

reefs in Bali just metres from the white-sand beach.



ACCOMMODATION

One-bedroom Forest Villa

Nestled in the forest of West Bali National Park,   

the One-Bedroom Forest Villas offer elegant comfort  

entwined with nature. Soak in the deep stone bathtub  

in the outdoor bathroom. Unwind with a book on  

the outdoor terrace, enjoying the feel of the forest 

breeze.

Two-bedroom Forest Villa

The two-bedroom villas are ideal family retreats with  

a connected terrace deck, outdoor and indoor  

bathroom with deep stone bathtub and shower  

and a spacious outdoor terrace garden furnished for  

relaxation. A haven of tranquility in the wilderness 

amidst the forest of Plataran L’Harmonie – West Bali  

National Park.

Ocean Pool Villa

These spacious villas take full advantage of the peace 

and tranquility of the surrounding forest, while offering 

breathtaking views of the ocean. Enjoy the embrace of 

nature in an outdoor bathroom with stone bathtub and 

watch the deer pass by while lounging at the outdoor 

terrace with a plunge pool.

Ocean Mangrove Villa

Nestled within the serene mangrove, Ocean Mangrove 

Villas offer luxury in the lap of nature. Highlights include 

an semi-outdoor bathroom with surrounding views into 

the mangrove, and a spacious outdoor terrace where 

one can relax, soak in the panoramic ocean views, or  

invite some company for a private gathering in the 

midst of lush mangrove trees.
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DINING

The Octagon Ocean Club

Enjoy the lively ambience of the resort’s main dining venue,  

offering a menu of fresh seafood, Asian-inspired dishes and  

international comfort food. Spread over three levels and shaped like 

an octagon to capture the 360-degree views of the national park 

and the ocean, especially of sunrise and sunset from the rooftop, it’s 

the perfect place to dine and unwind.

Hours: 7am - 11pm

Wantilan

Overlooking the ocean, Wantilan serves a delicious selection of  

Balinese and Indonesian dishes for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 

made with local ingredients for a true taste of the destination.  

An ideal spot to relax, read or even enjoy a romantic dinner with 

fantastic views of Menjangan Island and the Java mountains. 

Hours: 6am - 11pm

Private Dining

Magical dining experience to encounter amid the raw nature of 

Plataran L’Harmonie - West Bali National Park. Whether you are 

close to the water’s edge, amid the forest, or on a deck above  

the mangrove with the sound of the ocean as your soundtrack, 

let our dedicated team make your private dining experience  

extra special.
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WELLNESS

Padma Spa 

Cocooned within the mangrove, facing the ocean, Padma 

Spa instils a deep sense of calm and wellbeing. Experience 

a variety of therapeutic and beauty treatments and wellness 

activities, such as yoga and meditation, designed to balance 

mind, body and soul and to reignite your inner glow. Leave 

your cares of the world behind you and let the holistic purity 

reigns your body and spirit as you recall the serenity of raw 

nature of Plataran L’Harmonie.

Infinity Swimming Pool 

Soak under the Bali sun in the iconic and largest infinity pool 

in the area located at The Octagon Ocean Club, featuring  

a sunken bar where you can refresh with cool drinks and 

ocean views. Visit early morning and catch the deer march 

through the mangroves and towards the ocean.



LEISURE

Plataran Private Cruise Jetty

Located near The Octagon Ocean Club, Plataran Jetty is  

a private gathering point for all water transportation-related 

activities, including Plataran private cruises. Its colourful coral 

garden also makes it a haven for snorkeling close to the resort.

Plataran Private Cruises

Come aboard and head for an exciting island-hopping cruise, 

snorkelling, sunbathing, or sightseeing in Menjangan Island 

with our phinisi ship or yacht.

Plataran Water World

Offers a wide range of water sports facilities, including  

snorkeling, paddle canoes and boogie boards, for a great day 

out on the water.

Ocean Observation Deck

Enjoy splendid 360-degree views of West Bali National Park 

and its tranquil surroundings, including the Kursi Hills, from 

this five-storey observation deck.



NATURE ENCOUNTER FACILITIES

Uncover the park’s natural ecosystems and indigenous  

wildlife species with ecotourism-related facilities. 

•  Animal Playground 

•  Plataran Bird Observation Deck

•  Plataran Bali Starling Show Cage

•  Endemic Tree Planting Program

•  Bali Starling Sanctuary Center





EVENTS & WEDDINGS 

Private Events

Inspiring backgrounds coupled with superb facilities,  

tailored dining options, and the detailed attention of the event  

planning team adds up to memorable private events at Plataran  

Menjangan. From an  intimate private dinner and corporate 

events to a lavish cocktail party, Plataran Menjangan provides 

the perfect setting for every occasion.

Weddings

Let nature be the witness to exchanged vows amidst the most 

captivating settings. Imagine an intimate ceremony along the 

quiet shore, an elegant reception under the forest canopy, and 

a honeymoon in rustic luxury – every element comes together 

beautifully to make a special day a dream come true.



PLATARAN ENCOUNTERS

Experience nature’s endless treasures – on a trek through 

the jungle, encountering wildlife on a bike ride, or  

indulging your passion for birdwatching. Enjoy the romance 

and adventure of a cruise to Menjangan Island where you 

can snorkel and dive amid stunning coral reefs, and dine on 

the beach at sunset.



IJEN ENCOUNTER
 

Take a trip to Ijen Crater to catch the stunning landscape of  
volcanic cones, turquoise colored crater lake, and the famous  
“Blue Fire”. Experience the true “Breakfast with a View” moment as 
you witness the most  spectacular sunrise over Mt. Semeru with a 
light breakfast prepared by our in-house chef. 

RANGER FOR A DAY 

Explore the West Bali National Park in a unique way – become a 
park  ranger for a day. Go ‘behind the scene’ to understand what 
it takes to protect our  nature. Our experienced park ranger will 
guide you through the exotic floras and  faunas in the park and  
day-to-day hiking patrol procedures, including emergency  
response tips. Every ranger will have their own fascinating stories 
to share as every day is full of new and exciting encounters.

INTO THE BLUE
 
Discover the fascinating underwater world of Menjangan.  
Immerse yourself in nature’s paradise as you  explore two  
magnificent and action packed local diving sites followed by a 
picnic on the white-sand beach. Stop by the Segara Giri Dharma 
Kencana Temple for a cultural encounter and sip into sundown  
refreshments as you sail back to the resort.

PLATARAN MENJANGAN - SIGNATURE ENCOUNTERS



LOCATION
Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa lies within the tranquility and  
beauty of Plataran L’Harmonie – West Bali National Park, an integrated  
Eco-Development Area covering 382 hectares and with a 7 km beach 
line. The resort is surrounded by lush forests, fringed by the ocean, 
and overlooks the scenic mountain ranges. Just off the coast lies  
Menjangan Island, a popular spot for snorkeling and diving, offering 
majestic wall diving, dramatic drop-offs and some of the best coral 
reefs in Bali just meters from the white-sand beach.

EVENT & WEDDINGS

Private Events
Inspiring backgrounds coupled with superb facilities, tailored dining 
options, and the detailed attention of the event planning team adds 
up to memorable private events at Plataran Menjangan. From an  
intimate private dinner and corporate events to a lavish cocktail party, 
Plataran Menjangan provides the perfect setting for every occasion. 

Weddings
Let nature be the witness to exchanged vows amidst the most  
captivating settings. Imagine an intimate ceremony along the 
quiet shore, an elegant reception under the forest canopy and  
a honeymoon in rustic luxury – every element comes together  
beautifully to make a special day a dream come true.

GENERAL FACILITIES
The Octagon Ocean Club
Dine and unwind at the resort’s main dining venue offering a menu 
of fresh seafood, Asian-inspired dishes and international comfort food. 
Enjoy the calming sight of sunrise from the rooftop or relax by the 
33-metre infinity pool with a sunken bar right along the oceanfront. 
Hours: 7am – 11pm

Wantilan
Overlooking the ocean, Wantilan serves a delicious selection of  
Balinese and Indonesian dishes for breakfast, lunch and dinner, made 
with local  ingredients for a true taste of the destination.

Infinity Swimming Pool 
Soak under the Bali sun in the iconic and largest infinity pool in the area 
located at The Octagon Ocean Club, featuring a sunken bar where you 
can refresh with cool drinks and ocean views. Visit early morning and 
catch the deer march through the mangroves and towards the ocean.

Padma Spa
Cocooned within the mangrove, facing the ocean, Padma Spa  
instils a deep sense of calm and wellbeing. Experience a variety of  
therapeutic and beauty treatments or wellness activities, such as yoga 
and meditation, designed to balance mind, body and soul and to  
reignite your inner glow.

Plataran Private Cruises
Come aboard and sail to the island’s most spectacular diving and  
snorkeling locations or soak up the sun and watch the sun goes down 
as you lounge on the deck of a private phinisi or yacht.

PLATARAN MENJANGAN
RESORT & SPA

Address

West Bali National Park, Jl. Raya Seririt - Gilimanuk,

Gerokgak, Singaraja, Bali 81155, Indonesia

Phone   +62 361 411388 / +62 361 844 6012

Email  menjangan@plataran.com 

www.plataran.com/menjangan

FACT SHEET



Plataran Private Cruise Jetty
Located near The Octagon Ocean Club, Plataran Jetty is a private  
gathering point for all water transportation-related activities,  
including Plataran private cruises. Its colourful coral garden also  
makes it a haven for snorkeling close to the resort.

Plataran Water World
Offers a wide range of water sports facilities, including snorkeling,  
paddle canoes and boogie boards, for a great day out on the water.

Ocean Observation Deck
Enjoy splendid 360-degree views of West Bali National Park and  
tranquil surroundings, including the Kursi hills, from this five-storey  
observation deck..

OTHER FACILITIES & SERVICES
•  24-hour Receptionist •  Endemic Tree Planting Programme
•  Room service  •  Concierge
•  Complimentary Wi-Fi •  24-hour ranger supervision & security
•  Complimentary shuttle •  Complimentary selected
   service      Plataran Encounter
•  Bali Starling Sanctuary •  In-room wildlife night vision
•  Ground Zero Zone    camera channel

NATURE ENCOUNTER FACILITIES
•  Animal Playground         •  Plataran Bird Observation Deck
•  Endemic Tree Planting Program   •  Plataran Bali Starling Show Cage
•  Bali Starling Sanctuary Center

ROOM TYPE & DESCRIPTION
6 One-Bedroom Forest Villas
Located in the forest, the One-Bedroom Forest Villas offer elegant  
comfort entwined with nature. Soak in the deep stone bathtub in 
the outdoor bathroom. Unwind with a book on the outdoor terrace,  
enjoying the feel of the forest breeze.

5 Ocean Pool Villas
These spacious villas take full advantage of the peace and tranquility of 
the surrounding forest, while offering breathtaking views of the ocean. 
Enjoy the embrace of nature in an outdoor bathroom with stone  
bathtub, and watch the deer pass by while lounging at the outdoor 
terrace with a plunge pool.

4 Ocean Mangrove Villas
Nestled within the serene mangrove, Ocean Mangrove Villas                        
offer luxury in the lap of nature. Highlights include an semi-outdoor        
bathroom with surrounding views into the mangrove, and a spacious 
outdoor terrace where one can relax, soak in the panoramic ocean 
views, or invite some company for a private gathering in the midst of 
lush mangrove trees.

2 Two-Bedroom Forest Villas
The two-bedroom villas are ideal family retreats with a separate  
living area, outdoor bathroom with deep stone bathtub and shower, 
and a spacious outdoor terrace furnished for relaxation. A haven of  
tranquility in the wilderness amidst the forest of Plataran L’Harmonie – 
West Bali National Park.

PLATARAN ENCOUNTERS
Experience nature’s endless treasures – on a trek through the jungle, 

encountering wildlife on a bike ride, or indulging your passion for  

birdwatching. Enjoy the romance and adventure of a cruise to  

Menjangan Island where you can snorkel and dive amid stunning coral 

reefs, and dine on the beach at sunset. 

•  Bird Keeper For A Day  •  Glamously Roughing It

•  Ranger For A Day   •  Kayaking

•  Full Day Cruise   •  Forest Picnic

•  Feathered Encounter  •  And many more

 

 

 

PLATARAN MENJANGAN RESORT & SPA







JOURNEY TO PLATARAN L’HARMONIE & PLATARAN MENJANGAN



Journey to Plataran Menjangan & Plataran L’Harmonie
West Bali National Park

There are 2 (two) Airport gates available for both International and Domestic travelers:

•  Blimbingsari Airport in Banyuwangi
•  Ngurah Rai International Airport in Denpasar 



Road to Plataran Menjangan - via private car

Your journey with Plataran Menjangan starts from the moment you hop on a car for a three and half hour 
cultural country side journey to West Bali. Discover the hidden treasures of Bali’s country side as you traverse 
the island from south to west coast.

Passed the city of Denpasar, you will first reach Bedugul, a mountainous area in Bali with cool breezes 
and scenery of lush rice paddies and hills. As you drive through the area, you will find one of the most  

picturesque lake and temple in Bali, Lake Bratan and Ulundanu Temple, and Mt. Abang, the third highest peak in Bali, as your backdrop.

Continue your journey to Munduk, Bali’s central highlands set among lush hillsides, and admire the view of the Twin Lakes, Lake Buyan  
and Tamblingan.

No road trip will be completed without a refreshing coffee break. The View Munduk features an extraordinary view of the surrounding hills 
and even the Java Sea on a clear day from its elevated vantage point, making it an ideal stop over spot to enjoy your road trip snack.Denpasar

Prior to reaching your destination at the undiscovered paradise in Bali, delve deeper into the local culture and traditions as you visit the three 
main temples of north Bali - Pulaki Temple, Melanting Temple, and Pabean Temple. Appreciate the natural beauty of untamed wilderness as 
you pass through the roads of Plataran L’Harmonie – West Bali National Park to arrival at Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa where a new set 
of journey awaits.

From Ngurah Rai International Airport - 
Denpasar

Travelers who are already in Denpasar or reaching Bali 

through Ngurah Rai International Airport may choose the 

method of transportation for your Journey to Plataran  

Menjangan Resort and Spa either via road or sky.

Above the Clouds - via private heli

Soar above Bali for an extraordinary journey from the south to west and enjoy the bird’s eye view of  
the island’s breathtaking scenery. Start your journey from a private helipad located in Denpasar  
and continue to fly above the diverse landscape of Bali including coastlines, mountains, and rice fields. 
Depending on your preference, you may land at a private helipad located in Menjangan, which will then 
be followed by a 15 minutes Plataran Yacht or Phinisi ride until reaching Plataran Jetty located in Plataran 
L’Harmonie, or at the nearest airport, Lieutenant Colonel Wisnu Airfield, where our team will pick you up in  
a private car for a short 25 minutes drive to Plataran Menjangan. 

JOURNEY TO PLATARAN L’HARMONIE & PLATARAN MENJANGAN



Overland and Ferry

From Blimbingsari Airport of Banyuwangi - East Java, you will reach 

Ketapang Port within approximately 30 minutes (27KM). Make your way 

to Plataran Menjangan by crossing the exotic Bali Strait from the Ketapang 

Port of East Java to Gilimanuk Port of West Bali in 45 minutes then followed 

by a 7 KM drive to reach Plataran Menjangan. It will take approximately  

1.5 hours for the entire trip.

Overland and Plataran Private Cruise / Private-run Fast Boat

Enrich your Plataran Journey by hopping on a Plataran Bali Phinisi or 

Plataran Menjangan Yacht from Banyuwangi, Watu Dodol Shore, that will 

take you directly to the Plataran Private Jetty, located within the Plataran 

L’Harmonie – West Bali National Park, in 2 hours of luxurious onboard sail 

by Phinisi or 30 minutes of exclusive and comfortable ride by Yacht. During 

your journey with Plataran Private Cruises, you can also make a stopover 

for an hour or so for a snorkeling session at Menjangan Island. Guests  

traveling in a smaller group, under 6 pax, and seeking for a private yet  

convenient journey to Plataran Menjangan has an alternative option of 

taking a private-run fast boat; it will take 30 minutes to reach the Plataran 

Private Jetty from the Watu Dodol Shore.

From Blimbingsari Airport - Banyuwangi

Travelers may access Banyuwangi with directs flight from Jakarta and Surabaya. After you arrive in 

Blimbingsari Airport of Banyuwangi, you may choose the method of transportation to cross the Bali 

Strait, either via ferry or Plataran Private Cruises. 



PLATARAN MENJANGAN
RESORT & SPA

West Bali National Park, Jl. Raya Seririt - Gilimanuk,
Gerokgak, Singaraja, Bali 81155, Indonesia

T. +62 361 411388 / +62 361 844 6012
E. menjangan@plataran.com

www.plataran.com


